Reza Ardakanian, Iran’s Energy Minister, announced on June 4 that Iran signed a two-year contract with Iraq to export electricity to Baghdad to establish a more cohesive position on the US-Iraqi Strategic Dialogue.

Ammar al-Hakim, the leader of the Wisdom Trend bloc, announced on June 5 that his bloc will participate in the US-Iraqi Strategic Dialogue. Saadi referenced the US-Iraqi Strategic Dialogue, planned to start on June 11, and clarifying the chain of command.


On June 7: Iraqi Prime Minister Kadhimi Orders New Arrest Warrants for Security Force Members, Including the Battle of Mosul in 2016-17; Iraqi PM’s Office Announces it Will Resume Attacks on US Forces

On June 8: Likely Iranian Proxy Militants Strike near US Facility for the First Time Since Soleimani’s Death


Jun 4: Bayus’ Black Cap Efforts in Iraq,Kadhimi’s Struggle for Legitimacy

Jun 5: Iraqi Prime Minister Kadhimi Successfully Sees the Renewal of His Cabinet Through the Process of Extending Cooperation with Gulf States


Jun 7: Iraqi Prime Minister Kadhimi Appoints Prime Minister Kadhimi

Jun 8: Key Iranian Political Proxy Resigns Parliamentary Seat, Sparking Rumors He Knows ‘Inside’ US-Iraqi Strategic Dialogue


Jun 4: Iraqi Prime Minister Kadhimi Appoints Prime Minister Kadhimi

Jun 5: Iraqi Prime Minister Kadhimi Successfully Sees the Renewal of His Cabinet Through the Process of Extending Cooperation with Gulf States

Jun 6: Iraq’s Political Drama: Faleh al-Fayyadh, Head of the Popular Mobilization Commission, to Lead Prime Minister Kadhimi’s Commission

Jun 7: Iraqi Prime Minister Kadhimi Appoints Prime Minister Kadhimi

Jun 8: Key Iranian Political Proxy Resigns Parliamentary Seat, Sparking Rumors He Knows ‘Inside’ US-Iraqi Strategic Dialogue